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Abstract: Rotational barriers of methyl-sized molecular rotators are investigated theoretically using ab initio
and empirical force field calculations in molecular models simulating various environmental conditions
experienced by the molecular rotors. Calculations on neopentane surrounded by methyl groups suggest
that the neopentane’s methyl rotational potential energy barrier can be reduced by up to an order of
magnitude by locating satellite functional groups around the rotator at a geometry that destabilizes the
staggered conformation of the rotator through van der Waals repulsive interactions and reduces the
staggered/eclipsed relative energy difference. Molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics calculations
indicate that this barrier-reducing geometry can also be found in molecular rotators surface mounted on
graphite surfaces or carbon nanotube models. In these models, molecular dynamics simulations show that
the rotation of methyl-sized functional groups can be catalyzed by van der Waals interactions, thus making
very rigid rotators become thermally activated at room temperature. These results are discussed in the
context of design of nanostructures and use of methyl groups as markers for microenvironmental conditions.

Introduction

Small- to medium-sized molecular rotors have important
functional and analytical applications in chemistry. Molecular
rotors found in nanoscale assemblies such as in molecular
propellers have been receiving particular attention as they are
potential building blocks in the design of nanoengines (see ref
1 for a review of such approaches and of the state of the field).
Recent experimental and/or theoretical landmark achievements
in the design of nanoengines involve large azimuthal2,3 or
altitudinal4 nanorotors mounted on metallic surfaces. Smaller
molecular rotors are involved in the design of crystalline
molecular machines (see ref 5 for a review), such as molecular
gyroscopes in solid state,6 and have applications in crystal
engineering and design.7 In addition, smaller molecular rotors
are known to be important markers of the micro-environment
of the rotator. For instance, modifications of fluorescent
molecular rotor’s rotational barriers due to changes in the rotor’s
environment lead to measurable fluorescence quantum yield
variations.8,9 In solid state, methyl groups’ rotational dynamics
and variations of the methyl’s rotational barrier are coupled to

modifications of the nonbonded interactions experienced by the
rotor.10-12

The structural basis of molecular rotors’ function is the rota-
tion of the rotator (rotary unit that experiences motion) around
the rotor’s axle, and the corresponding effective rotational
energy barrier is a combination of internal (within the rotor)
and environmental (nonbonded interactions) contributions. A
more crowded environment around a rotator often leads to steric
hindrances increasing rotational barriers with respect to the gas-
phase barriers. For instance, barrierless rotators, such as groups
attached to sp hybridized carbon atoms forming a triple bond,
can experience nonbonded steric hindrances that increase
rotational barriers from less than∼0.6 kcal/mol13-15 to values
significantly above the thermal energy level.6 Rotational bar-
riers of surface-mounted rotators or “external gear” nanosystems
can increase by up to an order of magnitude when the rotator
becomes engaged in contact with neighboring rotors.3,16 Rota-
tional barriers of molecular rotors substituted with halogen atoms
increase linearly with the van der Waals radii of the halogen
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substituents,17 exemplifying the influence of steric interactions
on rotator’s barrier of rotation.

However, not all condensed environments lead to increased
rotational barriers. Theoretical studies of methyl groups’ rota-
tions in crystalline state alanine dipeptide and in specific protein
environments18 suggested that methyl groups’ rotational barriers
can be reduced by about 1 kcal/mol with respect to gas-phase
barriers, because of van der Waals interactions that destabilize
the methyl group’s staggered conformation. A comparable
decrease of methyl groups’ rotational barriers in solid phase
(when compared to the isolated species) has been also suggested
to take place in specific environmental conditions in crystalline
peptides19 where the rotational barrier of alanine’s side-chain
methyl group is reduced by∼30% in the crystal, down to∼3
kcal/mol, and crystalline alkane chains/organic systems20 where
the average methyl group rotational barrier in the crystal is
reduced by about 25% of its gas-phase value to∼2.5 kcal/mol.
Investigations of methyl’s molecular barriers in glassy polymer
show that the barrier of the methyl group in the polymer may
also be lower than in the monomer unit.11 In the latter case,11

the values of methyl rotational barriers were found to be
distributed around an average value that is characteristic of the
state of the polymer. While the average methyl rotational barrier
in the polymer is shifted toward higher frequencies than in
the monomer unit, some of the barriers in the polymer could
be ∼50% lower than in the monomer unit, down to∼0.99
kcal/mol. These results suggests that short-range nonbonded
interactions in specific geometries may lead to a decrease of
small rotators’ rotational barriers. These reduced methyl rota-
tional barriers in condensed phase are somehow counterintuitive
as they do not originate from increased free volume and reduced
steric clashes around the rotator but, on the contrary, originate
from a rather crowded environment.

The goal of the present work is to identify theoretically, using
quantum mechanical and empirical force field calculations,
optimal molecular geometries that may favor such environment-
induced rotations of methyl-sized rotors. The present article
focuses first on a simple model system consisting of neopentane
surrounded by three methane molecules. Next, calculations on
functionalized graphite surfaces and carbon nanotube models
are performed to investigate similar barrier-reducing environ-
ments in systems larger than the neopentane/methane model.

Methods

Neopentane Model.A model system consisting of neopentane
surrounded by three methyl molecules was built as shown in Figure 1
to investigate the rotational potential of the neopentane’s central methyl
group. Empirical force field (MMFF94s,21 using the MOE program22)
and ab initio (using the Spartan program23) potential rotational energy
barriers as a function of the C(methane)-C(neopentane) distances were
calculated at several levels of theory as described in the Supporting
Information.

Functionalized Graphite and Carbon Nanotube Models.The
rotational barrier of a trichloromethyl rotor was investigated in

functionalized graphite (Figure 2) and carbon nanotube (Figure 3)
models using an empirical force field (MMFF94s) as described in the
Supporting Information. The potential of mean force (∆A, free energy
along the reaction coordinate) of the trichloromethyl’s rotation in the
nanotube model was calculated from molecular dynamics simulation
as described in the Supporting Information.

Results

Neopentane Model.Figure 4 shows the relative adiabatic
potential energy profiles for HF/3-21G* calculations around the
central neopentane methyl group for different values of the
carbon(neopentane)/carbon(methane) distances (“C(N)-C(M) dis-
tances”) as defined in Figure 1. The energy profiles calculated
for C(N)-C(M) distances of 5.5 and 5 Å are identical and exhibit
a three-fold symmetry with maxima corresponding to the
eclipsed conformations of the methyl group, i.e., at 0° and
-120°, and minima corresponding to the staggered methyl
conformations, i.e.,-180° and-60°. The 4.7 kcal/mol barrier
calculated for these “long” C(N)-C(M) distances is in very good
agreement with the gas-phase value of 4.8 kcal/mol indicated
in the literature for the same rotation.24

When methane molecules are brought closer to the neopen-
tane’s central methyl up to a 3.5 C(N)-C(M) Å distance, maxima
and minima are located at the same dihedral angle values as
for long C(N)-C(M) distances, but the rotational barriers decrease.
At a 3.5 Å C(N)-C(M) distance, the barrier is at its lowest value
among all the distances considered here. For C(N)-C(M) distances
shorter than 3.5 Å, barrier heights increase again, and the
rotational potentials exhibit a three-fold symmetry with maxima
located at -180° and -60°, (eclipsed conformation), and
minima at-120° and 0° (staggered conformation), i.e., in phase
opposite to the profiles calculated for C(N)-C(M) distances longer
than 3.5 Å.

Figure 5 summarizes graphically the barriers’ heights calcu-
lated from higher levels of theory than shown in Figure 4 as
well as using an empirical force field. The calculated barriers
are overall very similar. DFT calculations yield a slightly lower
barrier than other methods at “long” C(N)-C(M) distances but
yield similar results at lower C(N)-C(M) values. The empirical
force field calculations yield higher barriers than the ab initio
calculations at short C(N)-C(M) distances but are otherwise very
similar to the ab initio results at long C(N)-C(M) distances, in
particular when compared to HF/6-31G* calculations (reflecting
the parametrization of the force field). At 3.5 Å C(N)-C(M)
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Figure 1. Neopentane/methane model used in both ab initio and empirical
force field calculations. Carbon atoms indicated by a red star were held
fixed during the energy minimization calculations. Red lines show the C-H
directions corresponding to the staggered central methyl group, along which
the satellite methane molecules were located. (Left) Top view. (Right) Side
view (hydrogen atoms omitted).
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distances, both ab initio and empirical force field rotational
barriers are significantly lower than those calculated for long
C(N)-C(M) distance, and also significantly lower than the 2.7
kcal/mol barrier for gas-phase methyl rotation in ethane. The
lowest rotational barrier values vary between 0.2 and 0.7
kcal/mol, depending on the level of theory of the calculation,
i.e., are withinkT of each other (kT ≈ 0.6 kcal/mol at 300 K).
Empirical force field calculations reproduce well the geometry
(within 0.1 Å) and the energetics (within 0.5 kcal/mol) of the
ab initio results.

∆∆E, a measure of the environment-induced barrier reduction,
is calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference
between the dihedral barrier at one C(N)-C(M) point and the
dihedral barrier for the 5.5 Å C(N)-C(M) distance. Maximum
∆∆E and the corresponding C(N)-C(M) distance calculated
from Figure 5 are given in Table 1 for the different levels of
theory used. Table 1 shows that satellite methyl groups can
lower the neopentane’s methyl rotational barrier by as much as
4.1 kcal/mol, i.e., to a rotational barrier lower than 1 kcal/mol,
reduced to∼15% of its gas-phase value. The effect is maximum
between C(N)-C(M) distances of 3.4 to 3.6 Å, i.e. in a narrow
0.2 Å range of fluctuation of the C(N)-C(M) distance.

Figure 6 shows the relative adiabatic rotational barriers cal-
culated from the empirical MMFF94s force field at C(N)-C(M)

of 5.5 and 3.6 Å (maximum of the barrier reduction effect).
The 5.5 Å C(N)-C(M) barrier originates essentially from the
additive contributions of the van der Waals, dihedral, and bond
stretching terms of the potential energy function. The 3.6 Å

C(N)-C(M) barrier shows that van der Waals contribution,
originating from steric interactions with the satellite function-
alization groups, largely cancels the rotator’s dihedral contribu-
tion and decreases the total potential rotational barrier. The
“bond” term is similar to that of the 5.5 Å C(N)-C(M) distance
case.

Graphite Surface and Nanotube Models.Figures 7 and 8
show the adiabatic potential energy barriers calculated for a
trichloromethyl rotor mounted on graphite (Figure 7) and carbon
nanotube (Figure 8) models, with and without satellite methyl
functionalization. In both models, the rotational barrier of the
central trichloromethyl group is reduced by up to an order of
magnitude when satellite groups are present. van der Waals and
bond terms, originating from steric interactions between the
central rotator and the satellite groups, are in opposite phase
with the dihedral term. During the calculations, the distance
between the central trichloromethyl’s carbon and the sur-
rounding satellite’s carbon was found to vary between∼0.2 Å
in the graphite model and∼0.25 Å in the nanotube model, i.e
in the same range as found in the satellite methyl/neopentane
ab initio calculations to induce the maximum barrier-reducing
effect.

Figure 9 (top) shows values of the central trichloromethyl’s
dihedral angle during 1.2 ns molecular dynamics simulations
in the carbon nanotube model, with and without satellite
functionalization. Without satellite functionalization the central
rotator’s dihedral angle fluctuates around a constant value, i.e.
indicates a nonrotating trichloromethyl on the simulation time
scale. In the case of the carbon nanotube model with satellite
functionalization, variations of the central rotator’s dihedral
angle indicate an essentially freely rotating trichloromethyl group
at room temperature. The corresponding free energy profile (∆A)
is shown in Figure 9 (bottom), and is very similar to the
adiabatic potential energy profile (∆E) suggesting that in this
model the free energy rotational barrier is essentially of an
enthalpic origin.

Discussion and Perspective

van der Waals Interactions and Decrease of Methyl
Rotational Barrier. The theoretical results presented here
suggest that methyl-sized molecular rotors’ rotational barriers
can be significantly reduced in specific environments. It is not
the goal of the present paper to explain these results in the
context of electronic details of methyl rotations. Such details

Figure 2. Graphite surface model. (Purple) Carbon atoms from the surface; (gray) carbon atoms from the functionalizing groups; (green) chlorine atoms.
Blue lines indicate the C-Cl directions corresponding to staggered trichloromethyl group along which the satellite methyl groups were added. (Left) Top
view. (Right) Side view.

Figure 3. Carbon nanotube model. (Purple) Carbon atoms. (Gray) Carbon
atoms from the functionalizing groups. (Green) Chlorine atoms. Blue lines
indicate the C-Cl directions corresponding to staggered trichloromethyl
group along which the satellite methyl groups were added. (Left) Top view.
(Right) Side view.
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are the subject of discussion, and no mechanism is universally
accepted (see ref 25 for a review). In the cases presented here,
as also in ref 18, empirical force field calculations reproduce
well the ab initio results and suggest that the partial cancellation
of the van der Waals and intrinsic dihedral terms leads to a
reduced energy difference between the staggered and eclipsed
conformations of the methyl groups. The significant contribu-
tion of the potential energy function’s bond length term ob-
served in Figures 7 and 8 suggests also that in the larger-model

systems, the amplitude of the barrier decrease is, to an extent,
dependent on the quality of the parametrization of the bond-
length term.

Unlike MP2 calculations, the HF and B3LYP calculations
performed here do not describe dispersion forcessthe attractive
part of the van der Waals potential. Figure S1 in Supporting
Information shows that for both the eclipsed and staggered
central methyl conformations, the C(N)-C(M) distances at which
the methyl rotational barrier is the lowest (around 3.5 Å)
correspond to the “repulsive part” of the van der Waals
interactions, correctly described in HF and B3LYP calculations.
Therefore, the ab initio calculations presented here effectively
describe well, in the models studied here, the short-range van
der Waals interactions suggested by empirical force field
calculations to be primarily responsible for the reduced barrier
of rotations at the optimum C(N)-C(M) distances.

Is the Rotator’s Rotation Catalyzed by van der Waals
Interactions? Molecular dynamics calculations in the carbon
nanotube model show a greatly increased trichloromethyl’s
rotational frequency at room temperature when satellite groups

(25) Kundu, T.; Pradhan, B.; Singh, B.Proc. Indian Acad. Sci.(Chem. Sci.)
2002, 114, 623-638.

Figure 4. HF/3-21G* ab initio adiabatic potential energy profiles for the central neopentane’s methyl group in the neopentane model. The values on the
right correspond to the C(N)-C(M) distances used in the ab initio calculations.

Figure 5. Adiabatic potential energy barriers obtained from ab initio and empirical force field (MMFF94s) calculations in the neopentane model as a
function of the C(N)-C(M) distance.

Table 1. Maximum ∆∆E and Corresponding C(N)-C(M) Distances,
from Data in Figure 5

∆∆E (in kcal/mol) C(N)−C(M) distance (in Å)

MMFF94s -3.6 3.6
HF/3-21G* -4.1 3.5
HF/6-31G* -4.1 3.5
B3LYP/6-31G* -3.2 3.5
MP2/6-31G* -3.8 3.4-3.5
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are present. Approximate rates of rotations at 300 K for the
central rotor are calculated (using a simplified rate equation as
in ref 19) to be about 600 rotations per 1.2 ns in the case of the
carbon nanotube model with satellite functionalization and of
0.005 rotations per 1.2 ns without satellite functionalization,
i.e. simulation times in the microsecond time scale are needed
to observe rotations without satellite functionalization. These
calculated rates are in agreement with the results shown in
Figure 9 (top), where no trichloromethyl rotation is visible for
the model without satellite functionalization during the simula-
tion time scale. The free energy profile of the corresponding
rotation with satellite groups, Figure 9 (bottom), shows low free
energy barriers for methyl rotation, very similar to the potential
energy profile that is significantly reduced when satellite func-
tionalization is present. As previously proposed in studies of
methyl group rotation in crystalline peptides,18,19 this can be
explained by a catalytic effect of the environment on the methyl
rotation. Specifically, these results suggest that van der Waals

interactions catalyze the rotation of the rotator by decreasing
the “transition state barrier”, i.e., the rotational barrier of the
trichloromethyl group in the present case. Calculations of free
energy barriers should be performed whenever possible to inves-
tigate such potential catalytic effects, as changes in the methyl’s
environment upon heating may lead to significant differences
between free-energy and adiabatic potential-energy rotational
barriers.18

Could this Catalytic Effect be Used in Nanodesign?The
present results are important to understand a possible structural
reason for the decrease of methyl’s rotational barriers such as
those experimentally observed for instance in glassy polymers11

or organic crystals,12,20or theoretically suggested in crystalline
peptides,18,19 where methyl groups are probes of their local
environment. In these cases it would be of particular interest to
verify if such a “staggered-destabilizing” geometry can be
identified around the methyl groups and are responsible for
reduced methyl rotational barriers.

Figure 6. Adiabatic potential energy barriers for the central neopentane’s methyl group in the neopentane model (A) C(N)-C(M) distance of 5.5 Å, (B)
C(N)-C(M) distance of 3.6 Å. (Blue) Total energy. (Purple) Dihedral contribution. (Yellow) van der Waals contribution. (Cyan) Bond stretch contribution.

Figure 7. Adiabatic potential energy barrier for the trichloromethyl group from empirical force field calculations in the graphite surface model. (A) Without
satellite functionalization. (B) With the methyl group functionalization as indicated in Figure 2. (Blue) Total energy. (Purple) Dihedral contribution. (Cyan)
Bond stretch contribution. (Yellow) van der Waals contribution.

Figure 8. Adiabatic potential energy barrier for the trichloromethyl group from empirical force field calculations in the carbon nanotube model. (A) Without
satellite trichloromethyl groups functionalization. (B) With satellite functionalization as shown in Figure 3. (Blue) Total energy. (Purple) Dihedral contribution.
(Cyan) Bond stretch contribution. (Yellow) van der Waals contribution.
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More generally, the catalytic effect suggested in the present
study could have implications in crystal design. Optimization
of crystal packing can lead to reduced steric hindrance26 that
may allow freer rotations around the axle. Another possible
approach to control the rotator’s rotational barrier could be to
attempt to reproduce a catalytic effect by modifying the density
around the rotator in a controlled way. Although the crystal-
lization process would disrupt idealized geometries, the existence
of experimentally verified examples where methyl groups
experience decreased rotational barriers in solid phase11-12,18-20

show that such an effect can be obtained in principle.
However, the present results do not describe nanoengines.

The rotators investigated here are small, and their rotations
correspond to thermal hopping between energy wells that are
neither unidirectional nor controllable. The van der Waals radii
of the atoms in the stator and the rotator could be used to guide
the design of potential nanorotors with reduced rotational
barriers, as suggested in ref 17. For instance, using a central
methyl group or central tribromomethyl group instead of
trichloromethyl in the graphite surface and carbon nanotube
models makes the van der Waals interactions between the
satellite groups and the rotator either too hindering or not strong

enough to induce a significant catalytic effect. Preliminary
results (not shown here) suggest that it may be possible to
significantly build up the size of the molecular rotator and design
satellite functionalization that leads to reduced barriers of
rotations. It will be of interest to investigate what is the
maximum rotator size that can be compatible with the proposed
van der Waals catalysis of rotation and whether the directionality
of rotation can be controlled through, for instance, polarization
of the rotator and use of an electric or magnetic field in the
model, such as in ref 4b.
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Figure 9. (Top) Time series of the central trichloromethyl group’s dihedral angle in the nanotube model without (black) and with (red) trichloromethyl
satellite functionalization. (Bottom) Solid line; potential of mean force (free energy,∆A); dashed line: adiabatic potential energy (∆E, reproduced from
Figure 8B) for the central rotator’s rotation in nanotube model with satellite functionalization. Same scale as that of Figure 8.
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